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RAY PATERSON, CABROOK CAVALIERS, AUS 
 

I would like to thank the CKCS Club of USA for inviting me to judge at this highly prestigious 

show, due to Covid it has been a few years in the making. Well done to Holly and her team for 

putting on a spectacular four days of showing. I particularly liked the head shots on the banners 

of all the previous National winners in the corridor leading to the venue. The venue was 

excellent and my stewards and committee did a fabulous job. 

       It's six years since I last judged in the US and it was interesting for me to compare the dogs 

from then to now. Breed type is still very good and size has definitely come down. There is 

definitely a lot of emphasis on grooming and presentation, which is good, but we need to put the 

Same amount of emphasis on hind movement. To many dogs with lack of muscle tone and drive. 

Shuffling type movement, let's see the pads on the dogs feet as they move away. All my main 

winners had great breed type and excellent movement. 

 

Ray Paterson 
 

 

DOGS 
 

JUNIOR PUPPY DOG (6) “Some very nice puppies here.” 

1) TASSAJARA BLUE (Seidman/McDonnell-Seidman) I was drawn to this puppy as he 

came into the ring. He is so well balanced on the move and has a nice smooth action. 

Held his topline and has a correct tailset and carriage. He has a cute expression, good 

pigment and nice filling under eyes and on muzzle. He has good substance and bone. 

Overall good confirmation. Good temperament.  BEST PUPPY DOG. 
2) CHADWICK EIGHTEEN CARAT GOLD (Mitchell) First time in the ring for this 

youngster and he didn't disappoint. He is a very nice type, very soft expression. Dark 

eyes and good pigment. Well angulated front short coupled body and level topline . He 

has richly coloured chestnut markings. On the move he tracks really well, particularly 

Like his front. He will get better with time.  

3) LIVELYOAK VISIONAIRE (Borton) At first glance I thought he was related to 1. 

Both are heavily marked, he is slightly smaller in stature. Nice head and expression. Well 

laid shoulders ample neck and level topline. Moved well, just tends to drop his head at 

times. Nice temperament. 

4) BROOKHAVEN HERE COMES THE SUN (Wells) Short compact body with good 

reach of neck. Pleasing head, broad skull and good earset. On the moves holds a good 

topline and head carriage. Another promising puppy. 

 

SENIORPUPPY DOG (4) 

1) LORANKA'S LIMITED EDITION (Seidman) B&T with large round dark eyes, loved 

his expression. Flat skull and high earset. Ample neck into well set shoulders. Has good 

substance for size. Rich tan markings.Well barrelled and good depth of chest. Cobby 

body and level topline. Hold himself well on the move. BEST BLACK AND TAN DOG 



2) RIVERLEIGH KISS THE GIRL (Dingman) What an exhuberant dog he is.en he keeps 

all feet on the ground, he has great reach and drive. Good head carriage and level topline. 

Soft expression and dark eyes. Liked his character but what a handful for his owner. 

3) LYNSFAIRE AND I LOVE HER (Fairchild) Well marked Blenheim, rich chestnut 

markings. Would benefit from a bit more weight and bone. Holds a good topline on the 

move and correct tail carriage. Good temperament. 

4) MINGCHEN YUKON RIVER AT HIGH FLIGHT (Parris) Blenheim with good 

earset and pigmentation. Rich coat of good texture. He needs a better spring of rib. Looks 

very narrow in body, which lets him down on the move. 

 

GRADUATE PUPPY DOG (4) 

1) TUDOR RETURN OF THE VELVET TEDDY BEAR (Mixon/Mixon) Blenheim with 

lovely expression, good earset and well cushioned fore face. What an elegant dog on the 

move, lovely topline and head carriage and tail carriage. Liked his overall size and 

proportion. Good neck into shoulders. Nice coat of correct texture. 

2) JAYBA MR MISTER, JW (Lander) Masculine headed Blenheim with good 

pigmentation. He has plenty of substance. Well sprung ribs and good shoulders. Nicely 

rounded rear and good turn of stifle. He can sometimes look a little unsettled, but when 

he does move he has a good driving rear action. 

3) SERAPHAVEN CLANMARIAN QUINTESSENTIAL CLASSIC (May/Gogol) 

Smaller Blenheim with attractive head piece, large eyes and sweet expression. Good neck 

and nice conformation. Looked nice in profile on the move, held his topline. Showed 

well. 

4) WELLSWORTH BOW HUNTER (Culhane/Wells) Blenheim with good earset and 

broad skull. Nice overall proportions. Good topline on the move but tended to fly his tail, 

which spoilt his profile. 

 

BRED BY EXHIBITOR DOG (3) 

 

1) aSTARRING ALL THE CATS PAJAMAS (Foster Flowers) Very Handsome 

Blenheim. He has my type of head. Large eye and good pigmentation. Well cushioned 

muzzle and neat lip line, gives him that lovely gentle expression. Ample neck and good 

topline. He has lots of coat of rich chestnut.I would have preferred him to be a little 

shorter in back. He moves well. I short listed him in my challenge line up. 

2) BROOKHAVEN CATCHING FIRE JW (Ayers/Martz) Masculine headed Ruby he 

has a good earset and dense pigment, would prefer his expression to be a little softer. He 

has a well laid front, short coupled and good substance. His coat is of excellent colour. 

Has great pick up and rear drive. BEST RUBY DOG 

3) CH NIGHTINGALE WIPEOUT JW AW (Mulligan) Blenheim with nice eyes and 

well set ears, good reach of neck into level topline. Held his topline on the move. Showed 

well. 

 

JUNIOR AMERICAN BRED DOG (3) 

  



1) INGOLD LIVELYOAK OUR MAN JACK (Borton) Nice head with dark eyes and 

dark pigment. Good reach of neck into level topline. Well ribbed and short backed. Good 

tailset. He is nicely balance and moves with style. Looks nice in profile. 

2) PAMMAR VENI VIDI VICI (Charen) Blenheim of good size He has dark eyes and 

good pigment. Coat is of correct texture. Nice head carriage, tends to drop his topline on 

move. 

3) FIELDSEDGE OUTLAW AT CYNJA (Jones) Well marked Blenheim with short 

coupled body. He is a little plain in head and needs a lot more substance. He looks very 

narrow coming and going. 

 

AMERICAN BRED DOG (5) 

 

1) FALLING SPRINGS JUST YOU WAIT AT CROWNROSE (Rosenberg) Blenheim 

with soft expression, large round eyes and great pigment. Well-developed muzzle. He has 

good shoulders and a level topline. Well angulated rear. Nice free gait on the move. 

 

2) NIGHTINGALE REVOLUTION MP (Cameron) Heavily marked Blenheim of rich 

colouring. He is of good size and short backed. Dark eyes and pleasing head. Well 

angulated. On the move he just tends to loose his topline 

  

3) SHERAH TOUCH OF THE BUTTON (Cromer) Blenheim well marked and good 

pigment. Good topline, tended to fly his tail. Would like more reach and drive. 

   

SECOND GENERATION AMERICAN BRED DOG (4) 

 

1) TASSAJARA LAWS OF MOTION (Seidman) Sweet headed Blenheim of nice type. 

High set ears and round eyes size is good with plenty of substance. He doesn't need any 

more weight on his shoulders. Level topline and good turn of stifle. Moved confidently 

and shows well. 

 

2) NIGHTINGALE HEART OF GOLD (Weeks) I particularly liked this boy’s outgoing 

attitude, he has a real spring in his step on the move. Holds a good topline and a nice gait. 

His head is pleasing. Close up to 1 today. 

 

3) CHADWICK TRADE SECRET (Lyons) This little dog, has great eyes and dark 

pigment. Nicely shaped muzzle. Short and compact and moderate bone. He tracks well 

but needs to keep his head up as it spoils his profile and topline. Overall a nice type. 

  

4) BLACKFIRE ALL NIGHT LONG (Weidig/Kennedy/McLaughlin) Well marked 

Blenheim with rich chestnut marking. Masculine head, well set ears and good 

pigmentation. He is up to size for me and looks a little slab sided, therefore looks close 

behind. 

 

SPECIAL LIMIT BLENHEIM DOG (2) 

 



1) NIGHTINGALE LET IT BE AW MP (Mulligan) A lot to like about this one, starting 

with a great temperament and his enthusiasm for showing. His head is handsome with a 

soft expression. Has a great reach of neck which he carries elegantly on the move. Well 

laid shoulders, moderate bone. Level topline and good rear angulation. He moves with 

balance and style. A very nice picture. I was please to award him.  AWARD OF 

MERIT#2 
  

1) HUNTCREST SECRET AGENT (Weiner-Pope) Blenheim with lozenge, with a wealth 

of coat. Really nice head properties, expressive eyes, dark and round. Well-rounded ribs 

and a good topline. Not quite as balanced on the move as 1. 

 

SPECIAL LIMIT TRICOLOR DOG (2) 

1) SHERAH TWIST OF FATE (Crommett) Nicely marked Tri of good size. Nice head 

and eye. Well laid shoulders into level topline. Moderate bone. Moved steadily, holds 

topline. Tail carriage is low. BEST TRICOLOUR DOG 

 

SPECIAL LIMIT BLACK AND TAN DOG (1) 

1) SREYA BROOKHAVEN FINDERS KEEPERS (Ayers) Masculine head, round dark 

eyes and well-developed muzzle. Good reach of neck. Short coupled and well angulated 

and good substance. Covered the ground with ease holding a firm topline and correct tail 

carriage. Liked his overall size and shape. 

 

 

OPEN DOG (6) 

  

1) CH CHADWICK HOT PURSUIT AT HUDSONVIEW JW (Glynn) This dog ticked 

all the boxes for me. He is a picture of moderation. Unexaggerated in any way. He is 

handsome. Almost flat skull and high set ears. Nicely filled below the eyes and well 

cushioned muzzle. Large dark round eyes which is one of the main characteristic of the 

breed. He has a good reach of neck set on well laid shoulders. I particularly like his 

length of back in conjunction with his leg length, he is so well balanced. Good rear 

angulation. He moves with ease and has a good gait. He moves parallel front and back 

with good tail carriage. BEST IN SHOW. BEST AMERICAN BRED IN 

SHOW. BEST BLENHEIM IN SHOW 

 

2) CH & ENG CH PASCAVALE HAYDEN AW (Cline) Quality dog. He really is a 

picture on the move. Great reach and drive, he skips across the ground with ease. He has 

a good neck and shoulders. Well sprung ribs level topline and a good turn of stifle. He 

has good substance. Great muscle tone and strong hocks. He carries a nice amount of coat 

of rich colour and correct texture. I prefer the head and expression of 1. His head is a 

little too strong for me and he would benefit from a larger eye. RESERVE 

WINNERS DOG. 

 

3) CH ELLEMICH THE HUNTSMAN (Wells/Chapman/Shrunk/Ireland) I liked the head 

on this dog, nice type. Broad skull and high earset, well feathered. Dark round eye and 



nicely cushioned foreface. Ample neck set on a level topline. Good bone and well-

developed body. Well angulated rear. He moved confidently, holding his topline and tail 

carriage.  

 

4) FORESTCREEK I'M THE MAN (Cline) He is such a pretty dog, He has lovely big 

dark round eyes, pleasing muzzle and a soft gentle expression. He has an elegant neck 

into a level topline. His overall size was good. He moved with style, liked his head 

carriage and firm topline. 

 

SENIOR OPEN DOG (5) 

1) CH CHADWICK JET SETTER AT HUDSONVIEW (Glynn) At seven years of age, 

this dog can still mix it with the best. I often think when dogs get to veteran status, they 

get overlooked. Lovely breed type with that typical soft expression. High set ears with 

long feathering and well-developed muzzle. Slightly arched neck into correct shoulders. 

Moderate bone. Just liked his overall size and conformation. Good rear angulation and 

short hocks. Well balanced on the move, tracks really well. AWARD OF MERIT #1 

 

2) CH ROYALMARK REMINISCENCE VW (Cameron) Lovely head properties on this 

dog.Broad head and well set ears. Large round eyes of good colour. Well-developed 

muzzle. Has a really soft, gentle expression. Body of nice size, short coupled. Moves and 

shows well. 

 

3) CH BROOKHAVEN THE DREAM LIVES ON AT FINNICKYSKYE AW VW 

(Utych) Well broken Blenheim of good colour. Nice head shape and expressive eyes. He 

is short coupled and has a good topline. Really nice driving hind action. 

 

4) CH TUDOR RHYTHM N BLUES. JW (Mixon) Richly coated Blenheim of nice type. 

He has lovely eyes and pigment. He is well angulated front and back. Moves with a 

steady gait. Shows well. 

  

BITCHES 

 

JUNIOR PUPPY BITCH (5) 

 

1) CEMPA AND CEDAR CREEK’S SILVER LINING (Creary/Owens) My notes say 

What a stunning Puppy! I have judged many nice puppies over the years, this one is up 

there with the best. Probably The Best. She shows a lot of maturity the way she handles 

herself. Very pretty headpiece, large dark eyes, good cushioning and that soft cavalier 

expression. Her body is well proportioned, nice neck into well laid shoulders. Compact 

body and level topline. Great balance on the move and never put a foot wrong. Good 

temperament and she is eager to please. RESERVE WINNERS BITCH, BEST 

PUPPY BITCH, BEST BRED BY EXHIBITOR BITCH, BEST PUPPY 

IN SHOW. 



2) TASSAJARA SWEET PEA AT KINGDOMRUN (Degen/Degen) Litter sister to my 

Best Puppy Dog. Heavily marked like her brother, in fact they could be twins. A lot of 

my comments about her brother apply to her. Pretty head with a gentle expression. Nice 

neck and level topline, just the right amount of substance for age. Well angulated. On the 

move I liked her front and held a good topline. 

 

3) BROOKHAVEN HERE COMES LOGAN (Ayers) Pretty girl, well set ears and good 

pigment. Short compact body. At 8 months she is still very much a baby. Moved steadily, 

her confidence grew as the class progressed. Looks to have a good temperament. 

 

4) DREAMVALE AMERICAN DYNASTY AT CROWNROSE (Rosenberg) Blenheim 

still in the development stage. Lovely eyes and pigment and overall soft expression. 

Ample neck and a good topline. Showed well. 

 

SENIOR PUPPY BITCH (9) 

 

1) LINRICA ROSE GOLD (Liu) Worthy winner here in a very strong class. Very pretty 

girl. Large expressive eyes and soft expression. Liked her body proportions Well 

developed ribs, short in back, nicely angulated front and rear. Good substance. Presented 

beautifully. . Nice free action on the move, holds her topline well. BEST SENIOR 

PUPPY IN SHOW. 
 

2) TASSAJARA JALAPEÑO PEPPER (Seidman) Another nice exhibit from this kennel. 

Well-marked Blenheim. Very feminine head, large eye and dense pigmentation. Very 

elegant neck set on good shoulders. Moves well holding a good topline and tail carriage. 

Very nice temperament, shows well. 

 

3) ALMEARA SHE'S SO FINE (Whitmere) Liked her body shape, has nice neck into 

shoulders. Good overall proportions, level topline and tailset. Well angulated rear. Tracks 

really well on move, Has good pick up and from rear. Just preferred the heads on 1and 2. 

 

4) BROOKHAVEN BABY YOU'RE A FIREWORK (Gregory/Ayers) Nice compact 

Black & Tan. Good reach of neck good topline and tailset. Nice coat in good condition. 

Looks well balanced on the stack. Moved freely. 

 

GRADUATE PUPPY BITCH (2) 

 

1) FORESTCREEK BUCKLE BUNNY AT MIMRIC (Hodges/Perkins) At twelve 

months of age this extremely attractive girl has bags of potential. Lovely eye and gentle 

expression. Elegant neck and cobby body. Rich chestnut marking on a pearly white coat. 

Moved well holding a good topline and correct tail carriage. 

 

2) MYRNA TINA TURNER TO SHERAH (Crommet/Reid) Black & Tan of good overall 

size. Pretty head. Good topline and shoulder placement. Nice outgoing temperament. 

Showed well. 

 



NOVICE BITCH (4) 

 

1) PIAFFE IN THE MEADOW (Rychlik) Richly Marked Blenheim. Very pretty head of 

good proportions. Dark round eye and dark pigmentation. She has a very sweet 

expression. Well laid shoulders and level topline. Just the right amount of substance. She 

is very well balanced on the move, holds her head well. Good straight front and well 

angulated rear. Shows well.  AWARD OF MERIT#2. 

 

2) CLARMARIAN BE STILL MY HEART (McFarland/Young-May) Pretty Blenheim 

with high set ears and good pigment. She is smaller in stature than 1. Nice short back, 

good angles and a level topline. Looks good in profile going round, tended to pull to one 

side going out and back. Only nine months will improve with age. 

 

3) AUTUMNHILL LIL BIT (Viszmeg/Parente) Ruby of good colour. Almost flat skull 

and well-set ears. Short coupled. Moves with plenty of purpose. Lovely temperament. 

 

4) SHERAH CARA MIA (Crommett) Tricolour with beautiful eyes. Has a profuse coat 

that is in need of a lot of attention. She can look a lot better after some serious work. 

 

BRED BY EXHIBITOR BITCH (5) 

 

1) CH TRUELEGANCE MIDNIGHT RHAPSODY (Cromer) Lovely Tri, I think 

Truelegance certainly sums her up. Pretty head piece, dark eyes. Nicely cushioned under 

the eyes and on muzzle and rich tan markings. She is good for size, nicely arched neck 

which she holds elegantly on the move. Good angulation and level topline. So well 

balanced in profile and a rock solid topline. Showed well.  BEST TRICOLOUR 

BITCH & BEST TRICOLOUR IN SHOW. 

 

2) CH CROWNHEIR HALLELUJAH AW (Fadel) Blenheim with good substance, she is 

well angulated front and rear. Well sprung ribs and good bone, solid topline. Moves on a 

loose lead, she has a good gait and tail carriage. Nice eyes and good pigment. I would 

like her a little softer in head. 

 

3) CH BROOKHAVEN MARY JANE. JW (Ayers/Martz) Nice headed Blenheim in a 

wealth of coat. Well put together. Good bone and lovely muscle tone. Has good reach and 

excellent drive from rear. Showed well. 

 

4) CH FORESTCREEK VIVIAN.JW (Cline/Marshall) Pretty headed Blenheim of nice 

type. Dark eye and good pigmentation. Good overall size and shape. Level topline and 

tailset. 

 

JUNIOR AMERICAN BRED BITCH (2) 

 

1) AURUMNHILL UNDER YOUR SPELL (Parente) Small compact little Ruby with 

pleasing expression and good pigmentation. Good reach of neck on a level topline. Has 



enough substance for size. On the move she holds her head well and strides out with 

plenty of purpose A real toy spaniel. 

 

2) CLARMARIAN AFFAIRS OF THE HEART (McFarland/Young-May) Well-marked 

Blenheim of good colour. Well set ears and a sweet expression. Elegant neck .and short 

coupled body. Nicely angulated. Well balanced on the move and strides out well. Close 

up to 1. 

 

AMERICAN BRED BITCH (7) 

 

1) INGOLD NEW YORK MINUTE (Pickett) What a very pretty girl. Beautiful breed 

type. Large dark round eyes, well set, dense pigment on eyes and nose. Well cushioned 

foreface, giving that soft gentle expression. Body is of good proportions and size. Nice 

angles front and rear. Has a lovely straight front and good driving rear and has good 

parallel movement. Good temperament showed well. Short listed in my final cut for 

Challenge. 

 

2) TUDOR GIGI JW (Mixon/Madden) Good looking Blenheim, large eyes and good 

pigmentation. A nicely balanced head. Good reach of neck which she used to her best 

advantage on the move. Well laid shoulders and firm topline. Very well balanced on the 

move, tail carried level with her back. 

 

3) MAGNOLIA RUN LIGHTENING STRIKE (Guzy) Heavily marked Blenheim of 

good rich colour. Liked her size and substance. Honest type, nice eyes and pigment. 

Moves well with good topline, strong rear action. Showed well. 

 

4) SHERAH PERFECTLY WICKED (Crommett) Small compact Blenheim, great colour. 

Pleasing head and eye. Nice breed type. Good substance and moderate bone. Tends to 

pull a little on the move, but overall, a nice type. 

 

SECOND GENERATION AMERICAN BRED BITCH (5) 

 

1) TASSAJARA SOME BUNNY LOVES ME JW MP (Seidman) Love her name, and I 

love her too. she has an exquisite head piece. Largest of eyes, so dark and dense pigment. 

Well set ears with good feathering. A very petite little girl at just over a year old she is 

still going to improve Good shoulders, level topline and tailset. Very graceful on the 

move.  In my final cut, she looked really tired, the following day I watched her she was 

as bright as a button. 

 

2) HUDSONVIEW FIRST KISS JW (Glynn) Compact Blenheim girl with lots of 

substance. Well barrelled ribs, good bone and short back.High set ears, Large dark round 

eyes with  plenty of cushioning. Moves steadily, holds a good topline. For me I would 

prefer a softer expression. 

 



3) ALTHOF RAIN OR SHINE (Storey) Attractive Blenheim girl. Nice eye and good 

pigment and well-developed muzzle. Good reach of neck and level topline. Holds her 

topline on the move, strides out well. Looks to have a good temperament. 

 

4)  MADRYN COUNTRY ROADS (Weeks) Blenheim of good size and proportion. Nice 

head. Ample neck on a level topline. Liked her on the move, graceful head carriage, well 

balanced and a correct tail carriage. Shows well. 

 

SPECIAL LIMIT BLENHEIM BITCH (3) 

 

1) HARANA HARVEST MOON OF FINNICKYSKYE (Utych) Heavily marked 

Blenheim of good colour. Pretty head and eye, not overdone. Small, compact and a good 

topline. Nicely angulated front and back. Presents a lovely profile on the move. Well 

balanced, free flowing reach and drive. 

 

2) CROSSBOW THE RELUCTANT DEBUTANT (Schiffman) Very Feminine 

Blenheim. Nice breed type has a lovely eye and good pigmentation. Elegant neck set on 

good shoulders and level topline. I would prefer her shorter in body. Moves out well. 

 

3) PIAFFE MINT JULEP (Rychlik) Attractive Blenheim, with well-set ears with long 

feathering, lovely eyes, large, dark and round. Good shoulders and topline. Holds her 

topline on the move. I would just prefer her to be a little more compact. 

 

SPECIAL LIMIT TRICOLOUR BITCH (5) 

 

1) SHEEBA FIREWORKS OF WINDNSEA (Sutton) What a sweet expression this little 

girl has. Very feminine. Almost flat skull, high earset and well feathered. Has lovely 

clarity in her head markings, which is so difficult to achieve in a Tri’. Rich bright tan 

markings all in the right places. She is perfect for size, nice reach of neck and short 

compact body. Moved OK. 

 

2) CLOPSVILLE MYSTIC (Rychlik) Another Tri with excellent head qualities. Round 

eye and Broad skull. Lovely tan markings above eyes and on face which give her that soft 

expression. Well laid shoulders and a level topline. Moves well, nicely balanced with a 

firm topline. 

 

3) LINRICA POEME D'AMOUR (Liu) Small heavily marked girl with a wealth of coat. 

Pretty head and nice eye. Good for size. Tends to drop her head on the move, which 

makes her loose her topline. 

 

4) LYNSFAIRE LOVE OF MY LIFE (Fairfield) Stocky girl, well barrelled and good 

bone. Well-marked with a nice expression. A little up to size for me. 

 

SPECIAL LIMIT RUBY BITCH (1) 

 



1) GRANASIL FLORENTINE OF SUMATRA. JW MP (Gentil) Nice for size and 

substance. Great colour. Has the largest of eyes and super pigment. Correct front and 

ample neck. Moves well, good head carriage and firm topline. Overall, a well-balanced 

girl. 

 

OPEN BITCH (5) “Quality class.” 

 

1) CH CHADWICK TRIVIAL PURSUIT. JW (Reed) Super little girl who scores high in 

Temperament, Glamour, construction and movement. Her temperament is to die for, she 

demands attention, and never stops showing. Her head has a soft, sweet expression. High 

set ears and appealing eyes and good pigmentation. Good reach of neck on perfectly laid 

shoulders. Level topline and tailset. She is small but of good substance and great muscle 

tone. On the move she excels. Covers the ground with ease and holds a good topline and 

tail carriage. Coming towards you her front is gun barrel straight and her elbows are 

nicely tucked in. Good reach and drive and moves parallel. Couldn’t deny her the class. 

WINNERS BITC,H RESERVE BEST IN SHOW, BEST OF OPPOSITE 

SEX TO BEST IN SHOW, BEST AMERICAN BRED BITCH, BEST 

BLENHEIM BITCH. 

 

 

2) CH SORELLA HERE COMES CHLOE JW AW (Green) Very pretty head piece, 

ultra-feminine. Dark round eyes, well pigmented. High set ears framed by long 

feathering. Super expression. Elegant neck on a level topline. Has a short compact body, 

giving her a lovely profile. Small but not lacking bone. Real Toy Spaniel. Strides out well 

in profile with a super head carriage. I just thought she needs to tighten up in the front. 

AWARD OF MERIT #1 

 

3) CH BROOKHAVEN SMARTY PANTS JW (Whitmere/Ayers) Another quality girl. 

Pretty head, eye and pigment with soft expression. Good shoulders and rear angles. 

Tracks really well on the move and holds a firm topline. Very nice type. 

 

4) CH FORESTCREEK SWEET SOUL AT HADARA (Cline/Koch) Typey looking 

Blenheim girl, dark eye and good pigment. Nicely put together. Good size. Well balanced 

on the move and holds a good topline and tail carriage. 

 

SENIOR OPEN BITCH (2) 

1) CH AUTUMNHILL DESIRE ME JW (Parente) Delightful Ruby girl. 9 years of age in 

great condition. Pretty head and eye. Small and compact. Such a pleasure to watch on the 

move, lovely head carriage and super reach and drive. BEST RUBY BITCH. BEST 

RUBY IN SHOW 

2) KRYSTAL STAR OF QUALITY (Torgesen) 8 year old Well marked Blenheim. 

Beautiful dark eyes and excellent pigmentation. Short in body with good substance 

moved well. 

 

VETERAN DOG (2) 



1) CH CHANTISMERE CAST A SPELL ON CORDUKE (Mulligan) 13 year old 

Blenheim, obviously still enjoys his showing and still moving well.I hope I'm as fit as 

him when I'm his age. His father is Maibee Montrose, although he is bigger than his 

father, you can see the resemblance across his eyes and expression. BEST VETERAN 

IN SHOW. 
 

2) CH BROOKHAVEN THE DREAM LIVES ON AT FINNICKYSKYE. AW VW 

(Utych) 7 year old Blenheim. Nice head, eye and pigment. Short in body and moves well. 

 

VETERAN BITCH (3) 

1) SERAPHAVEN PUT A SPELL ON YOU (Gogol/Young-May) 9 year old Blenheim of 

good size. Lovely soft expression. Large eyes and overall good type. Nice neck and level 

topline. Tracks well. 

 

2) CH PINECREST MOONSHINE AT MARLEY JW (Storey) 11year old Blenheim. 

Pretty Blenheim with large eyes and gentle expression. Nice breed type. Good topline 

and moves well. 

 

3) KRYSTAL STAR QUALITY (Torgesen) (See Senior Open Bitch). 

 


